Chairman Bacon called the meeting to order at 2:03 p.m. 
Roll Call was taken
Chairman Bacon explained HF 2174 to the 50 plus hunters who attended this meeting. All attendees were appreciative of his remarks and thanked him as they left the meeting. Minutes of the last meeting were approved.
Presentation was made by Todd Coffelt from DNR on the 2020 Parks Celebration. 
HSB 668 was assigned: Representative Baxter, CH, Representative Shipley and Representative Ourth
HSB 669 was assigned: Representative Bacon, CH, Representative Sieck and Representative Staed
Chairman Bacon recognized Representative Jeneary to introduce SF 537 with amendment 2875, which was approved short form. Then roll call was taken – 20 yes 1 absent 0 no. SF 537 as amended moved on to the floor as a Committee Bill.
Chairman Bacon recognized Representative Thorup to introduce HSB 564. Roll call was taken 20 yes, 1 absent, 0 no. HSB 564 as amended moved on to the floor as a Committee Bill.
Chairman Bacon recognized Representative Fisher to introduce HF 326. Roll call was taken with 20 yes, 1 absent and 0 no. HF 326 moved to the floor as a Committee Bill.
Chairman Bacon recognized Representative Fisher to introduce HF 565. Roll call was taken, 20 yes, 1 absent and 0 no. HF 565 moved on to the floor as a Committee Bill.
With no further business to discuss, Representative Bearinger moved that we adjourn at 3:45.
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